D-penicillamine adsorption on gold: an in situ ATR-IR spectroscopic and QCM study.
The adsorption of penicillamine from ethanol on gold was studied in situ by attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) experiments. Both ATR-IR and QCM reveal a fast mass uptake. In ethanol, the molecule adopts a zwitterionic form. Upon adsorption, part of the molecules deprotonate at the amine group, which is a relatively slow process that goes along with a strong shift of the nu(as)(COO(-)) mode. Both ATR-IR and QCM confirm a physisorbed layer. ATR-IR furthermore shows that the latter consists of zwitterionic molecules only, whereas both zwitterionic and anionic species are found in the chemisorbed layer. The infrared spectra of the physisorbed and chemisorbed layers are rather different, and the molecules within both layers seem to be oriented with respect to the surface. The ATR-IR spectra furthermore indicate that all three functional groups of penicillamine (i.e., thiol, carboxylate, and amine) interact with the surface, and density functional theory calculations support this finding. QCM also shows that the molecule uses considerably more space on the surface than molecules of similar size, which supports a three-point interaction. The latter leads to a strong anchoring of the molecule to the metal, which may explain the exceptional capability of penicillamine to bind metals.